Abstract-A machine-learning framework for anomalous number of spectral channels in the image: for example, dx = 1 change detection is extended to the situation in which the for panchromatic imagery, d, = 3 for RGB imagery, and d, anomalous change is smaller than a pixel. Although the existing can be a hundred or more for hyperspectral imagery. Some framework can be applied to (and does have power against) the subpixel case, it is possible to optimize that framework for the chiages detetio sal m reqroecthat cha(ie., * th subpixel case when the size of the anomalous change is known. both images have the same number of spectral channels), but The limit of in£ntesimally small anomaly turns out to be well-none of the methods described here have that requirement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Following the usual machine-learning paradigm, we treat Change detection in imagery is quite useful generally . pixels as independent data samples,' drawn from a parent 'distribution whose density iS given by P(x, y). The actual but it has particular value in the remote sensing context. distribution P(x, y) is no eno bu inferences abouti
The aim of change detection is to £nd pixels in pairs of are made from the observed data (the vast bulk of which iS co-registered images that correspond to real changes on the assumae to tex onlyrthe.pervasived rs between th ground. Differences that are due to variations in the environment (illumination, atmospheric distortion, etc.) or the sensor ge) (focus, calibration, etc.) are generally of less interest. These B. Anomaly detection as binary classi£cation less interesting differences are often pervasive, with the effect The notion of anomaly detection as binary classifcation visible over the whole image. The more interesting changes, has been described previously [71, [8] , [9] , [10] . It is a on the other hand, are often anomalous, and involve only a useful paradigm, and that formalism has been extended to the few pixels in the image. Refs. [2] , [3] have argued that the problem of anomalous change detection [4] , [11] . interesting changes are the anomalous changes, and Ref. [4] Write P* (x,Iy) to indicate the distribution of anomalous proposed a framework that built on the machine learning changes. If this distribution were known, and if the pervasive formalism for anomaly detection, but recast the problem in distribution P(x, y) were known, then the Bayes-optimal disterms of binary classifcation: pervasive differences versus tinction between pervasive differences and anomalous changes anomalous changes. This paper will take that same point would be given by the likelihood ratio of view, but will consider the more extreme case that the P(x, y) anomalous changes are smaller than a pixel.
L(x, Y) = P* ((1) In Section II, the anomalous change detection framework The various anomalous change detection algorithms that will will be described, and in Section III, that framework willb be~~~~ẽxene to th supie cae.eto ildsrb be described here amount to different models for P* (x, y Given two images of the same scene, let xi C d corre-will be to concentrate on the spectral information in the pixels. For small spond to the spectra at the ith pixel of the £rst image (the "x-(especially subpixel) anomalous changes, the utility of spatial information is d~~~~~~~~~~~~~somewhat limited, and in any case, the presumption will be made that schemes
Image"), and y2 C Thdy be the spectrum at the corresponding to exploit spatial information could be applied to any of the spectral methods pixel in the second image (the "y-image"). Here, dx is the that are compared in this paper.
1) Straight anomaly detection: What might be considered "total ignorance" is the notion that anomalies are distributed uniformly over a region whose support encompasses the support of the distribution P(x, y). In fact, this is the usual assumption for anomaly detection [7] , [8] [4] , we take Pr* (X y) i in Ref. [4] , .
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For subpixel anomalies, with 0 < a < 1 the fraction of the L pixel that is covered by the anomaly, take linear combinations:
where ) 2 (13) (1 -a)2 + a2' Note that the normal pixels values are also considered in terms of subpixel mixing. This is a necessary step because the It follows that the contours that separate normal from anomanaive approach -comparing the full-pixel ZN from Eq. (6) lOus changes will be given by constant values of zTQz, where with the subpixel ZA in Eq. (9) The general distributions associated with these resamplings
In the limit of vanishingly small subpixel anomaly (i.e., as can be complicated, but for Gaussian distributions, the solution a -> 0, so 0 -> 1), we have that contours will be given by is straighiforward. Here, the covariances are given by constant values of zTQz, where
These results are shown in the ROC curves of Fig. 2(a,b,c) .
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.1 clearest results from these tests-for real and for Gaussian 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-10°1 0-4 10-3 10-2 10-' 1of false alarm rate false alarm rate data -is that both the full-pixel and subpixel anomalous change detection algorithm substantially outperformed the that, unlike the real data, tile-to-tile variability of the Gaussian data is small. to detect these small changes than the other detectors that were considered -see Fig. 2 (c,f) and Fig. 3(d) . Interestingly, when the anomalous changes were larger, up to a full pixel, Now, an actual change that occurs in a vanishingly small th >0dtco a tl opttv. subpixel will be virtually undetectable. But the fact that this limit is well-defned provides a parameter-free detector for ACKNOWLEDGMENT detecting small anomalous changes in imagery.
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